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Der Zauberlehrling Designhotel 

"Chic Lodging"

Der Zauberlehrling promises a memorable getaway from the city bustle.

Found close to the Stuttgart city center, this opulent boutique abode

boasts of swish designer rooms, each featuring its own charm and

character. Sprawling terraces, cozy fireplaces, and gaming kiosks promise

all-round leisure and entertainment for hotel guests, while a sleek bar,

gourmet fare, and buffet breakfast cater to the discerning gourmands

staying at Zauberlehrling. Located in close proximity to several city

landmarks, the boutique property also proffers culinary lessons to

travelers.

 +49 711 237 7770  en.zauberlehrling.de/Desi

gnhotel/

 kontakt@zauberlehrling.de  Rosenstrasse 38, Stoccarda
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Hotel Woertz zur Weinsteige 

"Haven of Comfort"

Small, but splendid, the Mediterranean-inspired Hotel Woertz has

succeeded in preserving its bold, comfortable style. The rooms, with their

partly carved wooden furnishings, feel very homely and are equipped with

modern ammenities such as telephone and television or even a hair-dryer.

The rooms all have their own balconies and those who enjoy sitting

outside in the fresh air might well choose this hotel for this reason alone.

However, the fact that its excellent restaurant, The Weinsteige, is

considered amongst the best restaurants in town and its proximity to the

new and old castle, theatre, and art state gallery also makes this hotel

popular.

 +49 711 236 7000  www.zur-weinsteige.de/  help@cosy-hotels.com  Hohenheimer Strasse 28-30,

Stoccarda

Kronen-Hotel 

"Stylish with four stars"

Right in the city center and yet quietly located in a side road, the Kronen

Hotel offers an agreeable and stylish stay. The rooms are elegantly

furnished and have a high-quality equipment, some offer a jacuzzi bath

tub or a balcony. Further hotel facilities like sauna, steam bath or solarium

do also care for the well-being of the guests, and the gourmet breakfast

buffet or in the evening with a drink in the lobby-bar make the living here

very enjoyable, too.

 +49 711 2 2510  www.vch.de/kronenhotel.stuttgart/  Kronenstraße 48, Stoccarda
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Hotel Azenberg 

"One of 'Max' magazine's favourites"

Hotel Azenberg, tastefully designed, has also been voted one of Max

magazine's favorites in its city guide. Besides the beautiful ambience, the

hotel is impressive with its wide-ranging facilities: swimming-pool, sauna,

solarium, as well as an area for children, and rooms with Internet access.

This hotel offers plenty of comfort and leisure such as a garden terrace

with a pond to relax at. A further plus is, of course, the convenient location

close to the main station, city center, and congress center.

 +49 711 225 5040  www.hotelazenberg.de  Info@hotelazenberg.de  Seestrasse 114-116,

Stoccarda
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V8 Hotel 

"Car Crazy"

As far as themed hotels go, the aptly named V8 Hotel located not far from

Stuttgart takes the cake. The hotel occupies a restored historic building,

now done up with a thrilling automotive theme. There are a total of 34

rooms, with 10 of them featuring converted cars from beautiful vintages to

modern cars as well as others like the Herbie. The room design supports

the theme with car parts for decor. Other rooms feature vibrant decor with

stylish furnishings and a modern design. In-room amenities include

wireless internet and a mini bar. There's no restaurant at the hotel but the

area around offers great options. There's a small meeting room for

business travelers.

 +49 7031 306 9880  www.v8hotel.de/  info@v8hotel.de  Graf Zeppelin Platz,

Böblingen
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